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GRAPHS WITH PARALLEL MEAN CURVATURE

ISABEL MARIA DA COSTA SALAVESSA

(Communicated by David G. Ebin)

Abstract. We prove that if the graph Tf = {(x,f(x)): x e M} of a map

/: (M, g) —> (TV, h) between Riemannian manifolds is a submanifold of (M x

N,gxh) with parallel mean curvature H , then on a compact domain D C M ,

\\H\\ is bounded from above by ^ ffiff . In particular, ry is minimal pro-

vided M is compact, or noncompact with zero Cheeger constant. Moreover, if

M is the m-hyperbolic space—thus with nonzero Cheeger constant—then there

exist real-valued functions the graphs of which are nonminimal submanifolds

of M x R with parallel mean curvature.

1. Introduction

Let f:M—>N be a smooth map, where M, N are Riemannian manifolds

of dimensions m, n and Riemannian metrics g, h , respectively. The graph

of /, T. = {(x ,f(x)): x e M}, is a submanifold of M x N of dimension

m . We take on M x N, the product metric, and on Y <•, the induced one. The

purpose of this paper is to prove that if r, is a submanifold with parallel mean

curvature, then actually Tf is minimal provided M is compact, or noncompact

with zero Cheeger constant (see Theorems 1 and 2 in §2). Furthermore, the

behavior of the mean curvature of a graph is studied in some special cases in

§3.

This problem of estimating the mean curvature of a graph was first introduced

in 1955 by E. Heinz [7] for the case of a map /: R2 -* R. He proved that if
3 2 2 2

z = z(x,y) is a surface of R defined for x +y < R with mean curvature

satisfying ||77|| > c > 0 (c a constant), then 7? < \ . So, in particular, if z

is defined in all R and ||77|| is constant, then 77 = 0. Ten years later this

problem was extended and solved for the case of a map /: Rm —► R by Chern

[2, Corollary] and, independently, by Flanders [5].

_
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2. Notations and main results

Let (Mm, g), (Nn, h) be Riemannian manifolds, /: M —* N a smooth map,

and Tj. the graph of /, reading

T/: M^(MxN,gxh)

x-+     (x,f(x)).

Note that as personal preference we are taking Tf to be an embedding instead

of a set. Hence, we have on M two metrics, viz. g and the one induced by

F/- > ̂ '/(S x h) = g + f*h , which makes T,: (M, g + fh) —► (M x N,g xh),
an isometric immersion. Let V and V* denote the Levi-Civita connections

on (M, g) and (M,g + f*h), respectively. In general, we will use connections

supplied with an asterisk (*) to indicate that we are taking on M the metric

g + fh.
Let V be the normal bundle of Tf in Y~X(T(M x N)) = T(M) x f ' T(N),

and V*drf e C°°(Qi2T*(M) <g> V) the second fundamental form of the immer-

sion 17. The mean curvature of Y^ is

77f/ = l/mTrace^.^vVr^ e C°°(V).

Hence, Tf is a minimal immersion if and only if 77r = 0, and T¡- has parallel

mean curvature if and only if V HT = 0, where V denotes the covariant

derivative in the normal bundle V.

We recall that the Cheeger constant of an oriented Riemannian manifold

(M, g) is defined by (here we abusively adopt the same definition as for the

compact case)

where D ranges over all open submanifolds of M with compact closure in M

and smooth boundary (see e.g. [1]). This constant is zero, if, for example, M

is compact (without boundary) or (M ,g) is a simple Riemannian manifold,

that is, where there exists a diffeomorphism </>: (M,g) -+ (Rm,(,)) onto Rm

such that Xg <(/>*(,) < pg for some positive constants X, p. Now we state

our first main result:

Theorem 1. If T, : (M ,g+fh)^> (M xN ,gxh) is an immersion with parallel

mean curvature, then for each oriented compact domain D c M we have the

isoperimetric inequality
, <  1 A(dD)

- m V(D) '

where c = \\Hr \\    h (c a constant) and where V(D), A(dD) are the volume

of D resp. the area of dD, relative to the metric g.

In other words, if (M, g) is an oriented Riemannian manifold, then ||77r || n

< l/mb(M). In particular, if (M ,g) has zero Cheeger constant, then T^ is in

fact a minimal submanifold of M x N.
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On the other hand, if (M ,g) is a complete, simply connected ra-dimensional

Riemannian manifold with sectional curvature bounded from above by -K,

where K is a positive constant, then b(M) > (m - l)VK, with equality in the

case where (M, g) is the w-hyperbolic space (see [10] and [1, pp. 95-96]). So,

in the latter cases, we cannot expect a graph of a map f:M—>N with parallel

mean curvature to be minimal. In fact, the condition of vanishing Cheeger

constant on (M, g) is fundamental for a graph with parallel mean curvature

to be minimal, as we show with the following example.

Theorem 2. Consider the 2-dimensional hyperbolic space (77 ,g) of constant

sectional curvature -1 ; that is, 77 is the unit open disk of R with center at

the origin and g is the Riemannian metric given by

_     4\dx\2

g~d-\x\2)2'

Then the function f: H —► R given by

rr(x)

f(x) = /     *A(cosh(r)-l)dr = -==
Jo Vi

\x\2

where r(x) = log(|r|f|) is the distance function from the origin in H , is smooth
■y 'y

on all H , and YfcH x R has constant (and thus parallel) mean curvature

with \\HTj\\ = \.

The proof of Theorem 2 is a straightforward calculation (for details, see [8]).

Remark 1. In the author's Ph.D. thesis [8], whereof this paper forms a part, for

each constant c e (I - m,m - I) an example of a smooth map /: Hm —► R

is given such that T, c Hm x R has constant mean curvature with \\Hr \\ =

^ . This map is a function of the distance function from the origin, and for

c - 0 it is the null function. This means that we could not find a nontrivial

minimal graph of 77m x R. In [8] a sort of Bernstein theorem for such graphs

is conjectured.

Henceforth, for each point x e M, (ei)x<i<m denotes an orthonormal

basis of (TxM,g), (ua)x<a<m an orthonormal basis of (TXM,g + f*h),

Xx, ... ,Xm a local orthonormal frame of (M, g) around a given point x0 €

M, satisfying VX,.(x0) = 0, g(J = {X¡, Xj)g+f.h = StJ + (df(Xt), rf/(^.))AVi,

j e{l, ... ,m} , and (g'j)x<i j<m denotes the inverse of the matrix (gtj). Let

(, ) and (, ) denote the orthogonal projections of T(M) x f~ T(N) on V

resp. dTf(T(M)), relative to the metric g x h . Throughout this paper the

ranges of indices are as follows:   1 < i,j,k,p,a < m .

Let VdfeC°°(02T*(M)®rXT(N)) be the second fundamental form of

the map / ( M with the metric g ), and V , V / denote the connections

on f~xT(N) and Y~X(T(M x N)), respectively.
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First we formulate the following useful lemmas:

Lemma 1. For each X ,Y e C°°(T(M)) we have

(i) V*dr/(X,Y) = (0,Vdf(X,Y))±,

(ii) mHrf = (-Z,W-df(Z)) = (0,wf,
where W = Trace,   f,h)(V df) and Z is the smooth vector field of M

given at each point of M by Z = ¡£¿J g} (W ,df(ei))he],

(iii)  mVr/Hrf = (0,vCw-Vdf(X,Z))-(VxZ,df(VxZ)).

Proof. We first note that, if X, Y e C°°(T(M)) and U e C°°(/_1 T(N)), then

(X,U)eC00(T-fxT(Mx N)) and

vrY'\x,u) = (vYx,vÇ'u).

Hence, using standard computations, we get

V*dTf(X,Y) = (0,Vdf(X,Y)) + (VXY-VXY, df(VxY - V*XY)).

Since V*dYf(X, Y) e C°°(V), we obtain (i). So we have

mHrf = £ èU^*dYpi >*,) - (0. E *yv d^ei • *;)

= (0, Trace{g+f.n)(Vdf)f = (0,wf = (0,W)- (0,wf

= (0,W)-J2((0,W),(ua,df(ua)))gxh(ua,df(ua))
a

= (0,W)-Y,{W ,df(ua))h(ua,df(ua)).
a

As Z = \ZiygiJ(W,df(ei))hej = EJW ,df(ua))hua, we obtain m77r/ =

(0, W) - (Z, i7/(Z)). Finally, (iii) follows from (ii).     □

Lemma 2. Let x e M, X e TXM, and v e Tf(x)N. Then, (X,0),(0,v) e

TXM x Tf(x)N, and

(i) v = 0 if and only if (0 ,v)x = 0,

(ii) (X,0)e Vx if and only ifX = 0.

Proof. We have

(0,vf = (0,v)-(0,v)T = l-J2(v ,df(ua))hua,v -£> ,df(ua))hdf(ua)).
\        a a /

Hence, (0,w)x = (0,0) implies (v,df(ua))h = 0 Va, and so (0,0) = (O,?;)"1

= (0,u). This proves (i). Now, if (X,0) e Vx, then, VF G TxM,((X,0),

(Y,df(Y)))gxh = 0. So, (X,Y)   =0. Hence, * = 0.     D
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Remark 2. From the above lemmas we can easily deduce that T, is a totally

geodesic submanifold of M x N if and only if /: (M ,g)—>(N,h) is a totally

geodesic map, and that T, is minimal if and only if W = Trace(g+J-. h)(V df) -

0 if and only if /: (M ,g + f*h)^(N,h) is a harmonic map in the sense of

[4] (see also [3]).

Lemma 3. 7/T, has parallel mean curvature, the following equality holds:

m(Vrf>HT/,drf) = -divg(Z),

where Z is as in Lemma I, and (,) ¿s the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product.

Proof. Since I", has parallel mean curvature, from Lemma 1 (iii) we have

VXeC°°(T(M)),

0 = mVxHr =m(Vr/fír f = (0, vf V - Vdf(X,Z))x ,

whence, from Lemma 2 (i),   Vx   W - Vdf(X,Z), and so  mV/ 77r   =

-(VxZ,df(VxZ)).

Let us now fix a point x0 e M. Then, Z = £,-j glJ {W ,df(Xi))hXj in a

neighborhood of x0. At the point x0 , since VXt(x0) - 0, we have

fcj»

= £¿(/p(^,¿/(*A)(W,>

so V/,7

((v^z^/iv^z)), {Xjf4nxj)))gxh

= j2(d(skp(^,dfm)h)(xi)(xp,df(xp)), (Xj,mxj)))gxh
k,p

d(rkp

and, therefore,
-i

= E^7</(t*/'(»r,rf/(^))A)(^.),

m(Vr/ HTf,dTf)(x0) -£*%**' H^dTfä))^

= -¿Zeij(^xz\df(vxz)), (Xj^nxj)))^
¡j

= - E i"iPl<HEk'W.äfmhKXi)
i J ,k ,P

i J ,k ,p

.ki,

= - E *„d{ikp(w.aAXk))k)(X¡)

= -Ed(êkl(^,df(xk))h)X0(Xi).
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Since J2k gk'(W ,df(Xk))h = (Z ,Xt)g in a neighborhood of x0, we get

m^H^dT,)^) = -¿Zd^Z'Xi)MXi)
i

= -¿2Wx.z>Xi)g(xo)
i

= -divg(Z)(x0).   a

Proof of Theorem 1. Recall the following formula (see [4]) for a map  <j>:

(P,g) —> (P,g) between Riemannian manifolds,

diV^((^(.),^)-) = ||T0||2| + W,V^,T0),

where x^ is the tension field of (f>.  Then, since Y^: (M,g + f*h) -* (M x

N, g x h) is an isometric immersion, the tension field of Yj. is w77r , and

Hr±dYf(T(M)), so

0 = div{g+f.h]((dYf(.), mHr/)gxh) = m2||77r/||JxA + m(VTf *HTf, dYf).

Hence

(1) (Vr7lHr/,drf) = -m\\Hr/gxh.

Therefore, from Lemma 3 we obtain

m c = div^(Z).

Now let D c M be an oriented compact domain and dVg , dAg the respec-

tive volume elements of D, dD, relative to the metric g. Then by applying

Stokes' theorem, we get

2   2
m c V(D) = j m2c2dVg = j diwg(Z)dVg = j  (Z,v)gdAg,

where v is the outward unit normal of dD. From the Schwarz inequality

\(Z,u)g\< ||Z||^||^||^ = ||Z||^ , and Lemma 1 (ii), we obtain mc = m\\HTf\\gxh

= \\(-Z, W - df(Z))\\gxh > \\Z\\g . Hence, we finally obtain

2   2
m c V(D)< f   \(Z,v)\dA<(   mcdA=mcA(ÔD).   u

JdD 8      g     JdD g

Remark 3. As a consequence of Theorem 1, Remark 2, and Hopfs maximum

principle (see e.g. [1]), if M is an oriented compact manifold, N = R" , and

Ty has parallel mean curvature, then / is a constant map.

3. Some particular cases

The key to obtaining the inequality in Theorem 1 was Lemma 3, which al-

lowed us (using Eq. (1)) to write the square of the mean curvature of Yj. as the

divergence of a vector field. If the graph Y, is a hypersurface of M x N, that

is, N is of dimension one, then we can derive some similar conclusions about

the mean curvature of T,, without the assumption that Y^ has parallel mean

curvature, which was required in Lemma 3. In fact, we have the following:
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Proposition 1. Assume N is oriented and of dimension one.

(a) If D c M is an oriented compact domain of M, then

....... 1 A(dD)
mm 77r I v. <-¥"    / ,x€D "   r'"gxh - m V(D)

where the volumes of D and of dD are taken relative to the metric

g.  In particular, if (M, g) has Cheeger constant equal to zero, then

^ll^r/IU = o-
(b) If (M, g) is a connected, oriented, complete Riemannian manifold, and

hi/     ( ,m   Wo
'BR(x0) yi+n4/f

for some x0, where BR(x0) is the geodesic ball with center x0 and radius

R, and \\df\\ is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of df, then there exists an

x e M such that Hx = 0. Moreover, if (HT ,v) xh is contained in

[0, +co) or in (-oo,0], where v is a unit normal to Yf along all Y,,

then HT =0.

Proof. The computations in this proof are essentially the same as in [5], so here

we give only a sketch of the proof. As noted above, we wish to write the mean

curvature of I", as a divergence of some bounded vector field. In fact, we have

the equalities

mWTf,v)gxh

m k (T/ " ~* 5>W ' ̂ kWiXj), Y)hVdf(Xi,Xj), y\

(YT*>v¿)-
where 7 is a unit vector field on all (TV, A); w = yl + ||i//||2 ; V/ e

C°°(T(M)) is given by (V/X,M)? = (^(m),^ VueTxM;v = ±(-Vf,Y)

is a unit normal of T,; and xy is the tension field of f: (M,g)

—► (TV, A). Then (a) results from applying Stokes' theorem and from the fact

that H^fll < 1, and (b) results as an application of the extended Stokes' the-

orem of Gaffney-Yau (see [6], [9, Appendix]).     D

The mean curvature of a graph r^ of an isometric immersion / is strongly

related to the mean curvature of /. More generally, if / is a conformai map,

then the mean curvature of Y, can be expressed in terms of the tension field

of /, as we show in the following:

Proposition 2. Let f: (M,g) —* (TV,A) be a (weakly) conformai map, that is,

f*h — X2g, where X: M -+ Ry" is a smooth map. Then,

(a) mHT = (0, (1 + X )~xtf)~L , where t f is the tension field of f;
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(b) Yf is a minimal submanifold of (M x TV ,gxh), if and only if f: (M, g)

—► (TV, A) is a harmonic map (and in this case, for m ■£ 2, is a homoth-

etic map);

(c) '/ / is a homothetic map or m = 2, then Y, has parallel mean curva-
^^ r— 1 2   _1

ture, if and only if Y, is minimal, if and only ifV     (( 1 + X )    t.) = 0 ;

(d) if m ^ 2 and Y, has parallel mean curvature, then

Kilt    ,    12\-!\ 2W        2A((l +X )    ) =--c
m-2

with c = \\Hr ||    h (a constant). Consequently,

(i) if (M, g) is parabolic or if X has a minimum on M ~ dM, then

Y, is minimal;

(ii) if (M, g) is complete, connected, and oriented, and m > 3, then,

for V(M,g) < +00,  Y, is minimal, and for V(M ,g) — +oo,

(1+A2)-1 £ L"(M,g)  \/pe(l,+oo).

Proof. Since f*h = X2g, Y'f(g x A) = g + f*h = (1 + X2)g = pg, where

p : M —» [ 1, + oo) is a smooth map. Then it follows from standard calculations

that

(2) mHVf = p~2(0,Tf) + (m-2)p-2(w,df(w)),

where w = V(logju) is the gradient of log p relative to the metric g . Hence,

m77r/ = (mHTf)^ = (O./T2^)-1,

and (b) is proved by applying Lemma 2 (i). If m/2 and T, is minimal, we

have from Eq. (2) w = 0, that is, / is homothetic (see also [4]). If / is a

homothetic map or m = 2, we obtain

mHTf = p~2(0,Tf).

In particular, Tf±gdf(T(M)) and, VX 6 C°°(T(M)),

mVr/Hrf = (0,Vfx\p-2zf)),       mWxHTf = (0, Vfx\p~2xf))L.

Hence, using Lemma 2 (i), Eq. (1), and the last two equations, we get

mV-L77r = 0 iff Vr\p~2Tf) = 0 iff wVr/'77r = 0 iff 77r = 0, and

we have proved (c). In order to obtain (d) we must first prove the formula

(fy , df{-))h = -2- ^   '

We have at a point x0 (see §2 for notations), Vz" ,j ,k ,

(Vdf{Xt,X]),df{Xk))h = {^Çl\df{Xj)),dnXk))h

ôjkdX2(Xt) - (df(Xj), Vdf(Xi, Xk))h .
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Performing a cyclic permutation on the indices i,j,k, and adding in a con-

venient way the resulting expressions of these equations, we get at x0

(Vdf(Xi,Xj),df(Xk))h = \{6Jkd3?{Xt) - SudX2(Xk) + SkidX2(Xj)}.

Putting   i   =   j   and tracing in the index   i,  we get   (xJ-,df(Xk))h   =

5(2 - m) dX (Xk)  Vk, and we have proved the desired formula. Now, suppos-

ing that Yf has parallel mean curvature, then from Lemma 3 and Eq. (1) we

have, at a point x0, m2c2 = ¿Zid(Ekgk'(W ,df(Xk))h)Xo(Xt), where W =

¿Zijg^dfiX^Xj)  in a neighborhood of x0.   Since  gu = p2ôij,   W =

Et'ir2Vdf(X,,Xt) = p-2zf, and (W,df(Xk))h = p-2(xf,df(Xk))h. Thus,
at x0 we have

m2c2 = E¿(E^~VV#W>a)(*z)
í k

^^d(p-\Tf,df(Xi))h)(Xi)
i

= ¿Td(2-(2-m)p-4dX2(Xl))(Xi)
i

-Z^ÉvdorXiXi.x,)
i

m~2At     ~2W        \
= —j—A(/z    )(*„).

Hence, the equation in (d) holds with 0 < p~2 < 1. So

, ÍA(p~2)>0 (A(p~2)<0
for m > 3 , <    _2 and for m = 1 , <    _2

[p < 1 l/i > 0

Hence, if (M,g) is parabolic, p must be constant, and therefore 0 =

A(p~2) = ^¡c2, i.e. Y, is minimal. Now (d) (i) follows from Hopfs maxi-

mum principle. For m > 3, we get p A(p ) > 0. So, from Theorem 3 of

[9], we have either fM(p~2)" dVg = +00 V/> € (0,1) U (1, + 00) or p is con-

stant. Thus, if the volume of (M, g) is finite, we conclude that p is constant,

i.e. r, is minimal; and if it is infinite, we easily deduce, from the negation,

that p~2 $ L"(M,g)  Ype(0,l)U(l,+oo).     D

RemarkA. As we have seen in Remark 2, for T^-: (M ,g+f*h) —> (MxN ,gxh)

to be a minimal immersion is in general not equivalent to f: (M ,g) —>(TV,A)

being harmonic. In Proposition 2 we saw that this equivalence holds for a

conformai map. We also remark that if /: (M,g) —» (TV,A) is a Riemannian

submersion, then the equivalence also holds. In fact, using computations similar

to those used in the proof of Proposition 2, we get the equality mHT = (0, xA

(cf. [8]). Moreover, we can also show that Y, has parallel mean curvature if
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and only if ||tJa is constant and if and only if the fibers of / have a constant

mean curvature whose norm is the same for all fibers.
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